NOTES:
- BARREL LENGTH = (OVERALL LENGTH – 3.25")
- PIN TO PIN LENGTH = (OVERALL LENGTH – 1.60")

This drawing provided by Fully Torqued Racing, Inc. is for manufacturing reference only. This design carries no guarantee or warranty of any kind (functional, safety, or otherwise). Fully Torqued Racing, Inc., its employees, and its contractors shall not be held liable for the contents of this drawing.
1) L = OVERALL LENGTH, NOMINAL
2) B = BARREL LENGTH, (L − 3.25)
3) IT IS RECOMMENDED TO BE NEAR THE LOWER END OF THE LENGTH ADJUSTMENT RANGE

CREDITS:
THESE DRAWINGS ARE FOR MANUFACTURING REFERENCE ONLY. THIS DESIGN CARRIES NO GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND (FUNCTIONAL, SAFETY, OR OTHERWISE). FULLY TORDQUED RACING, INC., ITS EMPLOYEES, AND ITS CONTRACTORS SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THIS DRAWING.